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The Challenging World of Simple Inorganic Rings:
Revisiting Roesky’s Ketone and Roesky’s Sulfoxide
Ana V. Cunha,[a] Remco W. A. Havenith,[b, c] Christian Van Alsenoy,[a] and Frank Blockhuys*[a]

The surprising differences between the experimental solid-state
and calculated gas-phase structures of 5-oxo-1,3,2,4-dithiadia-
zole (Roesky’s ketone, 1) and 1-oxo-1,2,4,3,5-trithiadiazole
(Roesky’s sulfoxide, 2), identified and studied in a series of
papers published between 2004 and 2010 but then never
satisfactorily explained, have been revisited, making use of the
more advanced computational possibilities currently available.
The previous calculations’ considerable overestimations of the
C� S and S� S bond lengths in 1 and 2, respectively, have been
partly explained based on the results of periodic calculations
and the application of Valence Bond (VB) Theory. In the case of

1, the crystal environment appears to stabilize a structure with
a highly polarized C=O bond, which features a C� S bond with
considerable double-bond character – an effect which does not
exist for the isolated molecule – explaining the much shorter
bond in the solid state. For 2, a similar conclusion can be drawn
for the S� S distance. For both compounds, though, packing
effects are not the sole source of the differences: the inability of
Density Functional Theory (DFT) to properly deal with the
electronic structures of these apparently simple main-group
systems remains a contributing factor.

Introduction

Even though sulfur-nitrogen chemistry is not a young research
field - the first preparation of S4N4, one of the quintessential
sulfur-nitrogen compounds, dates from 1835[1] – widespread
interest in it started only after the 1975 discovery that polymeric
(SN)x, a one-dimensional pseudo-metal down to liquid helium
temperature, starts behaving as a superconductor at 0.26 K.[2]

Initially, the emphasis of sulfur-nitrogen chemistry (or chalc-
ogen-nitrogen chemistry in general) was focused on fundamen-
tal studies, but, as a comparison of Tristram Chivers’ original
Guide to Chalcogen-Nitrogen Chemistry[3] and its updated
version[4] shows, that focus has shifted during the last decade-
and-a-half to the search for practical applications in fields as
diverse as biological systems and materials science. Yet, due to
the extreme diversity in the molecular structures of chalcogen-
nitrogen compounds, they continue to present a challenge to
chemical theory in general and their reactivity is not at all well
understood.

Taking S4N4 and (SN)x polymer as examples, sulfur-nitrogen
derivatives composed of alternating sulfur and nitrogen atoms
connected by multiple bonds remain of special interest, forming
an extensive set of chemical systems containing two topologi-
cally differing subsets - unsaturated chains and unsaturated
cycles. All these systems are π-excessive, as the number of π-
electrons exceeds the number of atomic centers: indeed, with
each nitrogen atom supplying one and each sulfur atom
supplying two π-electrons, a simple Molecular Orbital (MO)
description leads to occupied antibonding π*-levels in the
ground state, and this thermodynamic destabilization is the
cause of the observed structural diversity and the high and
varied chemical reactivity.

One way to stabilize such systems is to enclose chains of a
limited length in a ring, thus extending the π-delocalisation and
stabilizing the heteroatomic fragment. 5-Oxo-1,3,2,4-dithiadia-
zole (1)[5] and 1-oxo-1,2,4,3,5-trithiadiazole (2),[6] both first
prepared by Herbert Roesky in 1975 and later labeled “Roesky’s
ketone” (in 2004) and “Roesky’s sulfoxide” (in 2006), respec-
tively, can be considered prototypical representatives of the
varied class of sulfur-nitrogen rings encompassing an (SN)2 unit
(Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Roesky’s ketone (1) and Roesky’s sulfoxide (2) with their atom
numbering.
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In the early 2000s an effort was undertaken to gain insight
into the properties of the two compounds, using both
experimental and computational techniques. The ketone’s (1)
molecular and solid-state structures, aromaticity and reactivity,[7]

as well as its spectroscopic properties[8] were studied and it was
observed that the calculated S(1)-C(5) distance of 1.941 Å
(B3LYP/6-311+G*) was substantially longer than the exper-
imental value obtained from a new single-crystal X-ray
Diffraction (XRD) measurement, i. e., 1.8305(17) and 1.8293(16)
Å for each of the two molecules in the asymmetric unit. This
surprising difference (an overestimation of about 0.112 Å),
considerably larger than for the other ring bond lengths
[0.002 Å for S(1)-N(2), 0.027 Å for N(2)-S(3), 0.020 Å for S(3)-N(4)
and 0.021 Å for N(4)-C(5)] was then investigated further in two
follow-up papers.

In the first, 16 functional/basis set combinations were
evaluated, in addition to HF, MP2 and QCISD (the latter three
with the 6-311+G* basis set).[9] Interestingly, taking the QCISD
geometry as a benchmark, the original B3LYP/6-311+G*
combination best reproduced the entire (SN)2 fragment, albeit
with a very poor S� C distance. Any attempt to improve the
latter (B3LYP/cc-pCVQZ brought it down, but only to 1.890 Å)
always resulted in a poorer description of the rest of the ring.

In the second, another 12 functional/basis set combinations
were added, together with calculations at the MP4(SDQ), CCSD
and CCSD(T) levels of theory, the latter two with basis sets up
to cc-pV(T+d)Z.[10] Taking two structural criteria, based on
structural trends seen in the solid-state geometry, as bench-
marks, the MP4(SDQ)/aug-cc-pVTZ combination came out best
overall, with a less unacceptable S(1)-C(5) distance of 1.845 Å;
the latter is equal to that of the best DFT combination (B1B95/
aug-pc3). Based on this approach, it was concluded that even
the CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T+d)Z geometry with an S(1)-C(5) distance
of 1.858 Å was unacceptable.

One of the main difficulties in these studies was finding the
proper benchmark with which to evaluate each of the computa-
tional methods: the lack of an experimental gas-phase structure
forced us to use the results of an, at the time, high-level
computational method (QCISD), or to revert to structural trends
seen in the only available experimental geometry, questionable
choices made ultimately due to the computational limitations
of the day. Some years later, the rotational spectrum of Roesky’s
ketone (1) was measured and based on it the computational
data were re-evaluated.[11] The analysis indicated that
MP4(SDQ)/aug-cc-pVTZ, MP4(SDQ)/cc-pVTZ, B3PW91/cc-pV(T+

d)Z and mPW1PW91/aug-cc-pVTZ produce rotational constants
which deviate (rms difference) from the experimental values by
less than about 7 MHz, the latter value being associated with
the solid-state geometry; it was noted that these combinations
outperformed CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T+d)Z, for which an rms differ-
ence of 26 MHz was obtained. The associated S(1)-C(5) distances
are 1.845, 1.849, 1.872 and 1.867 Å, respectively, none of which
are quite impressive. Remarkably, the good fit between the
experimental rotational constants and those obtained from the
solid-state geometry suggested that the structure in the gas
phase must closely resemble that in the solid, but the
calculations seemed to disagree.

The situation was even more complex for Roesky’s sulfoxide
(2), particularly from a computational point of view considering
the presence of a third sulfur atom. Before it was subjected to a
structural, bonding, aromaticity and reactivity study, in which a
new experimental solid-state geometry was published,[12] the
computational challenges were investigated.[13] As expected,
the S(1)-S(2) distance, with a value of 2.2158(9) Å in the solid,
was the main source of problems. The results from 19
combinations of wave-function-based methods and 24 combi-
nations of functionals with a variety of basis sets [up to
CCSD(T)/6-311G* and CCSD/cc-pVTZ] were evaluated. The latter
combination was used as benchmark, even though, with an
S(1)-S(2) distance of 2.233 Å, it was not a very impressive one.
B1B95/aug-cc-pVTZ was found as best DFT combination overall,
but it could not do better than 2.263 Å for S(1)-S(2). The
calculated S� S distance closest to the experimental value came
from MP4(SDQ)/aug-cc-pVTZ (2.228 Å) and B1B95/aug-cc-pVQZ
(2.255 Å). Again, CCSD(T) performed poorly (2.409 Å), but in this
case the small basis set (chosen out of necessity) was cited as
the reason. All in all, just like its carbon analogue, the sulfoxide
and its molecular structure seemed to represent a considerable
computational challenge.

It may be clear that, in the absence of the proper
experimental benchmark, the computational possibilities of the
time were too limited to reach any final conclusion: going
beyond CCSD(T) with a large enough basis set was out of the
question and methods to calculate the properties of the solid
state at any acceptable level of theory were unavailable.
Furthermore, the assumption up to then had been that the
difference between solid state and gas phase should not be too
large (as suggested by the rotational data), even though there
may be packing effects causing just that. Considering the
advances that have been made during the past 15 years,
particularly in terms of the development of computer codes for
fast calculations on infinite systems, we decided to continue
our search for a proper description of Roesky’s ketone (1) and
Roesky’s sulfoxide (2), and this is the subject of the current
paper. The results from calculations of the crystal structure of
both compounds under Periodic Boundary Conditions have
been combined with those from Valence Bond (VB) Theory, (i)
to verify whether the experimental solid-state geometries can
be reproduced, and (ii), if so, to ascertain the particular effects
of the packing on the molecular structures that could explain a
potentially significant difference between solid state and gas
phase.

Results and Discussion

Since our last publication[12] an additional 109 sets of functional/
basis set combinations for each of the two compounds has
been added and the associated geometrical parameters have
been compiled in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information for 1 and 2, respectively, together with the DFT
results from Refs. [9 and 10], and Ref. [13], respectively.

For Roesky’s ketone (1) (Table S1 in Supporting Information),
it is interesting to note that almost any conceivable S(1)-C(5)
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distance can be found in the range between 1.813 and 2.179 Å,
depending on which combination is used. The other four ring
distances are likewise found in fairly large ranges but these are
about three times smaller than that for S(1)-C(5) (0.366 Å):
0.036 Å for N(4)-C(5), 0.058 Å for S(1)-N(2), 0.114 Å for S(3)-N(4)
and 0.129 Å for N(2)-S(3). A variety of combinations now
produce S� C distances which are shorter than the experimental
ones, as low as 1.813 Å for BHandH/cc-pVQZ.

For Roesky’s sulfoxide (2) (Table S2), the range of S(1)-S(2)
distances is a staggering 0.471 Å (from 2.168 to 2.639 Å), four
times larger than for the other four bonds: 0.056 Å for S(2)-N(3),
0.079 Å for N(5)-S(1), 0.119 Å for N(3)-S(4) and 0.117 Å for S(4)-
N(5). Here too, S� S distances shorter than the experimental
one, down to 2.168 Å for ωB97/cc-pVQZ, are produced.

Roesky’s Ketone

The geometry of 1 was re-optimized using different approaches
and the results have been presented in Table 1. As a reference,
an isolated molecule of 1 was optimized with the periodic code
BAND in a PBC cell using the r2SCAN-D4 functional combined
with the TZ2P basis set producing, unsurprisingly, results similar
to the previously mentioned molecular calculations. The S(1)-
C(5) bond length is 1.891 Å, a bit shorter than that obtained for
an isolated molecule with the molecular code ADF, using the
same functional and basis set, i. e., 1.918 Å; note that this
difference is considerably larger than for the five other bonds
(Table 1).

When the atom positions were optimized in the experimen-
tally determined unit cell (i. e., without optimizing the cell
parameters), using the same method, a significant shortening of
the S(1)-C(5) bond length to 1.845 Å was found, a value which
is in much better agreement with the experimental values of
1.8305(17) and 1.8293(16) Å. Apparently, crystal packing effects
play a key role in determining the S(1)-C(5) bond length. The
other bond lengths in the crystal structure are in excellent
agreement with those of “1 with BAND” and “1 with ADF”,
except for C(5)-O(6), which is somewhat longer but closer to the
experimental values. Therefore, not only the S� C but also the
C=O bond seems to be very sensitive to effects of the molecular
environment.

In order to elucidate how the environment affects the latter
two bonds a geometry optimization of 1 embedded in a cluster

of 18 molecules (a cluster generated from the optimized crystal
structure, with one central molecule surrounded by its 18
nearest neighbors) was performed, without PBC. In this cluster
too, a contraction of the S(1)-C(5) bond length is seen, to
1.867 Å, but this value is again larger than in the optimized
crystal geometry and, consequently, larger than the experimen-
tal values; C(5)-O(6) has also increased, but negligibly so.

To further analyze this observation an Energy Decomposi-
tion Analysis (EDA) was performed with the central molecule as
one fragment, and the other cluster molecules as the second
fragment. The bonding energy (Ebond) was found to be
� 39.88 kcalmol� 1 (Table 2). Surprisingly, the contributions from
the electrostatic (Eelstat) and orbital interactions (Eorb) are
relatively large, and the smallest contribution to the bonding
comes from dispersion effects (Edisp), even though it is a
molecular crystal. The large electrostatic component suggests a
large dipole-dipole interaction, while the orbital contribution
suggests that the molecule is polarized by the crystal embed-
ding.

To assess how 1 is polarized due to the embedding, the
electron density difference between the total electron density
of the cluster and the sum of the densities of the isolated
fragments (the density of the central molecule, 1mol , and the
density of the embedding cluster of 18 molecules, 1embed) was
calculated and it has been plotted in Figure 1: blue indicates
regions where the electron density increases upon complex
formation, while red indicates regions where the electron
density decreases. Figure 1 shows that electron density shifts
towards the carbonyl oxygen atom in the central molecule, thus
making this oxygen atom slightly more negative than in the
isolated molecule.

The occurrence of this shift in electron density can be
explained by considering the electrostatic potential, generated

Table 1. Interatomic distances (in Å) for Roesky’s ketone (1), calculated in various environments, together with the experimental solid-state values for both
molecules in the asymmetric unit.

S(1)-N(2) N(2)-S(3) S(3)-N(4) N(4)-C(5) S(1)-C(5) C(5)-O(6)

XRD molecule 1 1.6395(14) 1.5807(15) 1.5763(15) 1.386(2) 1.8305(17) 1.211(2)

XRD molecule 2 1.6425(15) 1.5814(15) 1.5750(16) 1.384(2) 1.8293(16) 1.211(2)

1 with BAND 1.627 1.589 1.568 1.374 1.891 1.194

1 with ADF 1.630 1.594 1.572 1.374 1.918 1.196

1 in crystal 1.626 1.583 1.579 1.367 1.845 1.214

1 in cluster 1.626 1.585 1.586 1.366 1.867 1.219

Table 2. The contributions to the bonding energy (in kcalmol� 1) of the
central molecule of 1 within a cluster of 18 molecules.

Decomposition Contribution

EPauli 32.44

Eelstat � 37.86

Eorb � 21.43

Edisp � 13.03

Ebond � 39.88
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by the embedding molecules, at the position of this oxygen
atom (Figure 2). The electrostatic potential map shows that the
embedding molecules generate a slightly positive environment
at the position of the carbonyl oxygen atom. This positive
environment can stabilize a higher negative charge on that
atom, which, consequently, promotes a shift of electron density
in the direction of the carbonyl oxygen atom.

To further assess the effect on the geometry of a positively
charged environment around the carbonyl oxygen, the geome-
try of 1 was optimized with a nearby point charge, and the
variation of the bond lengths was plotted as a function of the
magnitude of the positive charge (Figure 3). The plot shows
that the three S� N bond lengths are nearly unaffected by the
size of the positive point charge, that the C� N and C� O
distances slightly decrease and increase, respectively, but that
the S� C bond length is greatly affected: it considerably
decreases with the increasing positive point charge size which
would stabilize a negative charge localized on the carbonyl
oxygen atom.

The hypothesis that a positive charge (or positive embed-
ding environment) stabilizes resonance structures with a
negative charge on the oxygen atom was further corroborated
with Valence Bond (VB) calculations. The cumulative weights of
the structures with a C=O double bond (A) on the one hand,
and those with an aromatic 6π-electron positively charged five-
membered ring with a C� O� single bond (B) on the other, are
depicted in Figure 4. The total weight of the ionic aromatic
structures (B) is 0.139. This weight increases to 0.327 when a
point charge of +0.2 is placed in the vicinity of O(6), indicating
an increase in aromaticity of the five-membered ring, which
leads to more double bond character between S(1) and C(5).
This increase in double bond character is the cause of the
shortening of this bond length in the environment. Hence, the
poor agreement for the bond lengths of 1 obtained from gas-
phase calculations with the experimental XRD structure is not
only caused by the inherently difficult electronic structure of 1,
but also because of missing environment effects, which have a
strong influence on the S(1)-C(5) bond length in particular.

Roesky’s Sulfoxide

The geometry of 2 was re-optimized using just two of the
approaches applied for 1 and the results have been presented
in Table 3. As a reference, an isolated molecule of 2 was
optimized with the periodic code BAND in a PBC cell using the
r2SCAN-D4 functional combined with the TZ2P basis set,
producing a poor overall geometry, comparable to all other
DFT geometries.

Figure 1. Difference in density [D1 ¼ 1cluster � 1mol þ 1embedð Þ] upon addition
of the central molecule (isosurface 0.003); blue is positive, indicating an
increase in electron density, and red is negative, indicating a decrease in
electron density.

Figure 2. Electrostatic potential plotted in the plane of the central molecule,
calculated in a cluster of molecules, without the central molecule.

Figure 3. Variation of the bond lengths (in Å) as a function of the magnitude
of a positive point charge in the vicinity of the carbonyl oxygen atom.

Figure 4. The cumulative weights of valence bond structures of 1 with a
C=O moieity (A) or a C� O� moieity (B). The weights in black are the gas-
phase weights, the ones in red are calculated with a point charge of +0.2
near the carbonyl oxygen atom.
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When the atom positions were optimized in the experimen-
tally determined unit cell (i. e., without optimizing the cell
parameters), using the same method, a significant shortening of
the S(1)-S(2) bond length to 2.275 Å was found, a value which is
in much better agreement with the experimental value of
2.2158(9) Å. The S=O distance too has clearly evolved in the
right direction, supporting the idea that for 2 the same crystal
packing effects are at play as those found for Roesky’s ketone
(1).

Conclusions

The above described extension of our previous work on the
two sulfur-nitrogen compounds under investigation leads to a
number of new insights. (i) The general problems DFT has with
properly describing the electronic structures of these systems,
previously identified as the overestimation of the S(1)-C(5)
distance in 1 and the S(1)-S(2) distance in 2, have been
expanded by observing that, even though the large majority of
functionals do overestimate these distances, a non-negligible
number of them underestimate the bond lengths. Consequently,
choosing a functional/basis set combination to calculate their
molecular properties remains a particularly challenging task. (ii)
For a given combination of functional and basis set, it has now
become clear that the crystal packing has a definite and specific
influence on the molecular structure: the surrounding mole-
cules generate an electronic environment which leads to a shift
of electron density in the direction of the oxygen atom. This
reshuffling of electron density then leads to a considerable
shortening of the C� S bond in 1 and the S� S bond in 2.

This then begs the question of how “wrong” the gas-phase
geometries are which were obtained with the highest-level
methods in our previous work, i. e., CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T+d)Z for 1
and CCSD/cc-pVTZ for 2, as there is no more reason for gas-
phase and solid-state structures to be similar. Indeed, these
geometries may be quite close to the “real” gas-phase
structures, but only if, in contrast to DFT, CCSD(T) is capable of
properly describing the rings’ electronic structures. In the
absence of an experimental gas-phase geometry, this can only
be verified by assessing the quality of a CCSD(T)-level
calculation of the solid-state structures of 1 and 2. As this is
beyond our computational possibilities at this moment, we are
again faced with at least one remaining unanswered question.

Computational Methods
Geometries presented in the main text were optimized with
ADF[14–16] and BAND[17] (as implemented in the AMS2022 suite) using
the built-in TZ2P basis set and r2SCAN-D4 functional.[18] Energy
Decomposition Analyses were also performed with ADF.[19] Hessian
calculations were performed to confirm that all optimized struc-
tures are genuine minima at this level of theory. Scalar relativistic
effects were included via the ZORA method.[20–22] In calculations
labelled “in crystal” the atom positions were optimized in the
experimentally determined unit cell, without optimizing the cell
parameters, applying the default regular k-space grids, i. e., a 1×1×3
grid for 1 and a 3×3×3 grid for 2; in the calculation labelled “in
cluster” one central molecule was surrounded by its 18 nearest
neighbors identified from the optimized crystal structure. To
generate the data in Figure 3 a point charge was placed 0.97 Å
from the carbonyl oxygen atom on the normal to the molecular
plane through that atom. Valence bond SCF calculations[23,24] were
performed with TURTLE,[25,26] as implemented in GAMESS-UK.[27] For
the Valence Bond calculations, the 6-311G** basis set was used.
Basis sets were taken from the BasisSet Exchange Library.[28–30] Only
the π-orbitals were taken into consideration, the σ-orbitals were
taken from a preceding Hartree–Fock calculation and were kept
frozen. The active orbitals were kept strictly atomic. The Gallup and
Norbeck scheme[31] is used to calculate the weights of the
individual, non-orthogonal, VB structures. The advantage of these
weights is that they are always positive and sum to 1. Geometries
presented in the Supporting Information were optimized using the
Gaussian09 suite of programs;[32] the functionals and basis sets were
used as they are implemented in the program.

Supporting Information

Table S1 and Table S2 contain the DFT geometries of 1 and 2,
respectively, and Tables S3-S7 contain the Cartesian coordinates
associated with the calculations presented in Tables 1 and 3.
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Performing Molecular Orbital calcu-
lations on unsaturated sulfur-nitrogen
rings remains a challenging task. One
particular unresolved issue was the
large difference between the experi-
mental solid-state geometries and the
gas-phase geometries of two five-
membered ring systems, calculated by
a variety of methods including DFT,
MP4(SDQ) and CCSD(T). New solid-
state and Valence Bond calculations
present a partial explanation, even
though a full final answer fails to
emerge.
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